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EXPLANATION OF WHY THIS IS NOT A CASE OF PUBLIC OR 

GREAT GENERAL INTEREST AND DOES NOT INVOLVE 

A SUBSTANTIAL CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION 

 

This Court should not accept jurisdiction of the State‘s appeal of In re S.C.W., Summit 

App. No. 25421, 2010-Ohio-3193, as it does not involve a substantial constitutional question, 

and is not of public or great general interest.  The State suggests that the Ninth District Court of 

Appeals‘ decision imposes on the State the burden of proving elements, in addition to those 

enumerated in the offenses in the Ohio Revised Code, in order to support a finding of 

delinquency in a juvenile case.  Specifically, the State submits that the Ninth District is now 

requiring that the State prove that the juvenile appearing in court possess the required mental 

culpability to commit an offense, in light of the youth‘s age.  In so stating, the State 

mischaracterizes the Ninth District‘s analysis and holding in S.C.W.   

Rather than present this Court with a substantial constitutional question or a question of 

public or great general interest, the State is asking this Court to review the Ninth District‘s 

sufficiency determination.  Yet the Ninth District conducted a proper sufficiency analysis when it 

found that S.C.W. did not have the requisite mens rea necessary to commit assault.  ¶25-26.  The 

State merely disagrees with the appellate court‘s conclusion.  Since a review of this case would 

amount to nothing more than mere error correction, this Court should decline jurisdiction.  

Baughman v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 88 Ohio St.3d 480, 492, 2000-Ohio-397, (Cook J., 

concurring and citing Oh. Const. Art. IV Sec. 2).  (This Court ―sits to settle the law, not to settle 

cases,‖ and its function is not to engage in ―‗error correction‘ regarding the application of settled 

law‖ to the facts of a particular case.)     
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE AND FACTS 

The charges in this case arose out of an incident between twelve-year-old S.C.W. and an 

off-duty police officer, who was working as a security guard at Firestone Library in Akron, Ohio.  

In re S.C.W., Summit App. No. 25421, 2010-Ohio-3193, ¶2.  Following a trial, S.C.W. was 

found delinquent of aggravated assault, in violation of R.C. 2903.12, a felony of the fourth 

degree if committed by an adult.
1
 Id.  For disposition, the Summit County Juvenile Court 

sentenced S.C.W. to four months of traditional probation.  Id.  The Ninth District Court of 

Appeals adduced the facts relative to the assault charge as follows: 

Akron Police Officer Richard Culp testified that he works a second job for the 

Akron-Summit County Public Libraries.  On September 16, 2009, Officer Culp 

was in uniform working at the Firestone Park Library. On that particular evening, 

the library was rather full and all of the computers were in use. Library patrons 

were making reservations in order to use the computers. 

 

At approximately 6:00 pm, the officer observed four individuals enter the library, 

walk over to the computer area, and stand around someone who was using one of 

the computers. Officer Culp advised the individuals, including S.C.-W., that they 

needed to ―find a seat and find something to do.‖ He testified that it is library 

policy to have only one person at each computer so that individuals using the 

computers are not distracted by persons who are standing nearby. Officer Culp 

testified that the four individuals complied and moved away from the computers. 

 

A short time later, the officer observed the same four individuals standing behind 

another computer. He again advised them that they needed to ―find a seat, find 

something to do.‖ Officer Culp testified that he later found the four of them at a 

third computer located near the front desk. The officer told them, ―We're done 

discussing this. It's time for you to leave.‖ As they walked toward the door, S.C.-

W. mouthed-off to the officer. 

 

After the individuals exited the library, Officer Culp stood at the door and 

watched. When they did not leave immediately, he told the group that they needed 

to leave the property. Specifically, he told them that they must walk ―[e]ither 

across the street, up the block, down the block; you just can't be here when you 

are asked to leave.‖ At that time, one of the individuals, S.C.-W.‘s older sister, 

said that she had left her cell phone inside the library. The officer allowed her to 

                                                 
1
 S.C.W. was also found delinquent of other charges related to the incident; however, those 

charges are not at issue in this appeal.  S.C.W., at ¶2. 
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reenter the library to retrieve it and said, ―The rest of you need to leave the 

property now.‖ 

 

According to the officer, S.C.-W. said, ―I'm going in too.‖ The officer told him 

that he was not permitted to enter and that he needed to leave the property. S.C.-

W. responded by saying, ―No. I'm going in.‖ The officer said, ―No, you're not 

going in.‖ The officer put his arm out and S.C.-W. tried to push past him to enter 

the library. The officer grabbed S.C.-W.‘s arm as he pushed past and said, 

―You're not going in.‖ The officer testified that S.C.-W. was now trespassing 

because ―he had been officially warned and asked to leave the property, so at that 

point  he's under arrest for trespassing * * *‖ 

 

[* * *] 

 

Officer Culp testified that as S.C.-W. attempted to reenter the library, the officer 

grabbed S.C.-W.‘s arm as he pushed past and again told him that he was not to 

reenter the library. At that point, a struggle ensued where S.C.-W. attempted to 

escape the grasp of the officer. Within seconds, the officer was able to turn S.C.-

W. around so that his back was to the officer's chest and his arms were restrained. 

‗He then ―lifted [S.C.-W.] up and took him to the back room.‖ 

 

A library employee, Steve Thomas, testified regarding the struggle. He testified 

that S.C.-W. was ―trying to break away from the police officer and the police 

officer [was] trying to pull him back into the building.‖ Another employee, 

Cassandra Walker, testified that she heard a loud noise and witnessed the officer 

―engaged with one of the children that he had previously asked to leave[.]‖ She 

said that it looked like the officer was trying to calm down or stop the child, who 

was ―flailing about.‖ 

 

In addition, the trier of facts had the opportunity to review video surveillance 

footage of the incident. While the video footage does not display what occurred 

outside of the doors of the library, it does provide evidence of the events that 

occurred at the entrance of the library when S.C.-W. allegedly assaulted the 

officer. Officer Culp is seen entering the library with his hands on S.C.-W., while 

S.C.-W. appears to be backing into the library. The video shows Officer Culp 

grab S.C.-W. and push him against the wall. S.C.-W. is seen briefly flailing about 

in an attempt to evade the officer. 

 

In re S.C.W., Summit App. No. 25421, 2010-Ohio-3193, ¶8-12, 15-17.  

The court reversed S.C.W.‘s adjudication for assault, finding that there was insufficient 

evidence to support the mens rea requirement that S.C.W. knowingly assaulted the officer.  Id. at 
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¶25-26.  On August 15, 2011, the State filed its Notice of Appeal and Memorandum in Support 

of Jurisdiction in this Court.  This timely response follows. 

 

RESPONSE TO THE STATE’S PROPOSITION OF LAW 

STATE OF OHIO’S PROPOSITION OF LAW: When 

considering the sufficiency of the evidence presented as to 

mental culpability in a delinquency case, the age of the 

juvenile is not a relevant factor for the court to consider. 

 

 The State argues that the Ninth District Court of Appeals imposed on it the burden of 

proving, ―as an additional element, that the Juvenile was culpable of committing the offenses 

alleged in the complaint, in light of his age.‖  Memorandum in Support, p 9.  Specifically, the 

State claims that the Ninth District‘s reference to the recent United States Supreme Court 

decision in J.D.B. v. North Carolina (2011), ____ U.S. ____, 131 S.Ct. 2394 was improper, as 

―age is not a factor to be considered when determining the sufficiency of the evidence.‖  

Memorandum in Support, p. 9.  The State further asserts that the Ninth District misapplied the 

sufficiency test as set forth by this Court in State v. Jenks (1991), 61 Ohio St.3d 259, 273, as the 

―minimum age of responsibility or culpability is not an element of a delinquency case.‖  

Memorandum in Support, p. 9.  The State‘s reading of the Ninth District‘s analysis and 

application of J.D.B. v. North Carolina is inaccurate. 

 In his direct appeal, S.C.W. argued that the State failed to produce sufficient evidence to 

show that he knowingly caused or attempted to cause physical harm on Officer Culp.  S.C.W., at 

¶14.  In light of that, the Ninth District focused its analysis on the mens rea requirement of 

assault.  Id.  The court started its analysis by properly outlining the test for determining 

sufficiency of the evidence:  
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When considering a challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence, the court must 

determine whether the prosecution has met its burden of production. To determine 

whether the evidence in a criminal case was sufficient to sustain an adjudication 

of delinquency, an appellate court must view that evidence in a light most 

favorable to the prosecution:  

 

‗An appellate court's function when reviewing the sufficiency of the evidence to 

support [an adjudication of delinquency] is to examine the evidence admitted at 

trial to determine whether such evidence, if believed, would convince the average 

mind of the defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. The relevant inquiry is 

whether, after viewing the evidence in a light most favorable to the prosecution, 

any rational trier of fact could have found the essential elements of crime proven 

beyond a reasonable doubt.‘ 

 

S.C.W., at ¶6, citing, State v. Jenks (1991), 61 Ohio St.3d 259, 574 N.E.2d 492, paragraph two of 

the syllabus. 

 The court then discussed the evidence elicited at trial to prove the assault, which included 

the testimony of two library employees who witnessed Officer Culp pulling S.C.W. back into the 

library, while the youth ―flailed about,‖ and video surveillance footage of the incident  Id. at ¶15-

16.  It was the video, in fact, that proved to be the focal point of the court‘s analysis.  The Ninth 

District noted that, ―[w]hile the video footage does not display what occurred outside of the 

doors of the library, it does provide evidence of the events that occurred at the entrance of the 

library when S.C.W. allegedly assaulted the officer.‖  Id.  at ¶17.  In addition, the court 

highlighted the fact that ―Officer Culp [was] seen entering the library with his hands on S.C.W., 

while S.C.W. appear[ed] to be backing into the library.  The video show[ed] Officer Culp grab 

S.C.W. and push him against the wall.‖  Id.   

 The Ninth District found Officer Culp‘s size, and S.C.W.‘s flailing movement as 

particularly indicative of S.C.W.‘s lack of sufficient mens rea: 

The video of the struggle shows a child flailing about for a moment, but quickly 

subdued by a larger and stronger police officer.  Officer Culp pulled S.C.W. into 

the building and maintained a firm grip on him.  As the officer held him, the child 

said that he would ‗kick his ass.‘  Based on the testimony, however, this was a 
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hollow threat, as the officer had a firm grip on the child, and the officer threatened 

to use a taser on him, during a struggle that lasted only a few seconds.  After 

securing him, the officer picked up the child and carried him to the back of the 

library. 

 

After considering the evidence, we cannot conclude that the State proved beyond 

a reasonable doubt that the child was aware that his conduct would probably 

cause a certain result.  The evidence proved that S.C.W. struggled with the officer 

and, during that struggle, he flailed about.  Throughout the video, however, the 

officer‘s hands are on or around S.C.W. to secure him.  Even though S.C.W. 

flailed about and struggled against the officer‘s grasp, there was no point where 

he was free so that he could knowingly strike the officer or cause or attempt to 

cause physical harm. 

 

Id. at ¶21-22.  (Emphasis in original).   

 The Ninth District likened S.C.W.‘s movements and struggle against Officer Culp to 

those found to be non-assaultive in a similar Fifth District Court of Appeals opinion in which a 

student had been charged with assault after an incident where a teacher tried to break up a fight 

between him and another youth.  S.C.W., at ¶23, citing In re Freeborn, Morgan App. No. 

98CA09, 1999 Ohio App. LEXIS 6182.  In Freeborn, the Fifth District drew a distinction 

between the child‘s actions based on specific behavior.  The child in Freeborn initially struggled 

with the teacher who was trying to break up a fight.  Freeborn, at 3.  Initially, the youth was 

merely flailing about as the teacher tried to subdue him.  Id. at 1.  The court found the youth‘s 

contact with the teacher to be reckless and not within the definition of ―knowingly.‖  Id. at 10-11.  

However, when the child was seen balling his hand into a fist and pulling it back in order to 

strike the teacher, the youth‘s mens rea changed and he was then culpable for committing 

assault, and ―what was once accidental contact became intentional.‖  Id. at 1.  The Ninth District 

found that ―we have before us in this case the same type of incident and accidental contact 

between the child and Officer Culp when the officer restrained him.  Incidental and accidental 
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conduct cannot support a conviction for knowingly causing or attempting to cause physical 

harm.‖  S.C.W., at ¶23. 

  Similarly, the Ninth District relied on a Sixth District Court of Appeals case in which a 

student‘s push of a teacher—in order to continue a fight with another student—was found to not 

constitute assault as the state presented ―insufficient evidence that the student was aware that his 

push might cause physical harm.‖  Id. at ¶24, citing In re Mark M., Erie App. No. E-99-028, E-

99-045, 2000 Ohio App. LEXIS 311, 3.  The Ninth District determined that, similar to the 

holding in Mark M., ―there was no evidence that [S.C.W.‘s] incidental contact with the officer 

during a few seconds of flailing, done as the child attempted to enter the library to follow his 

older sister, might cause or attempt to cause physical harm.‖  S.C.W., at ¶24. 

 Ultimately the Ninth District determined that, ―the State did not prove beyond a 

reasonable doubt, either through testimony or the video that S.C.W. knowingly—with an 

awareness that his conduct would probably cause a certain result—struck the officer either to 

cause or attempt to cause physical harm.‖  Id. at ¶25.  (Emphasis in original).  ―S.C.W. was upset 

and responded inappropriately, but there was insufficient evidence to find [him] criminally liable 

for knowingly assaulting a peace officer.‖  Id. at ¶26.   

 The Ninth District‘s sufficiency analysis was sound. The State merely misconstrues the 

Ninth District‘s reasoning as it relates to the court‘s reference to J.D.B. v. North Carolina.  

Though the Ninth District mentioned the United States Supreme Court‘s decision in J.D.B. v. 

North Carolina, it did so only in recognition that in delinquency matters, the fact that the subject 

is a child is an important consideration.  Id. at ¶19.  The Ninth District spent one paragraph of its 

twelve-paragraph sufficiency analysis noting the recent Supreme Court decision and 

acknowledging that, ―[i]n short, officers and judges need no imaginative powers, knowledge of 
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developmental psychology, training in cognitive science, or expertise in social and cultural 

anthropology to account for a child‘s age.  They simply need the common sense to know that a 

7-year-old is not a 13-year-old and neither is an adult.‖  S.C.W., at ¶19, citing J.D.B. v. North 

Carolina, at 8-9.  In no way did the court suggest that, because S.C.W. was only twelve he was 

incapable of being able to possess the requisite mens rea to commit assault or that the court 

needed to engage in a specific analysis to determine whether twelve year olds were capable of 

knowingly causing or attempting to cause physical harm to another.  Instead, the Ninth District 

properly considered the evidence before the trial court and used the benefit of being able to 

watch the surveillance video in order to make a determination that S.C.W. was not behaving in a 

manner that suggested he had the requisite mens rea to commit assault against Officer Culp.   

 

CONCLUSION 

 The Ninth District made a sound legal determination as to the sufficiency of the evidence 

against S.C.W.  In no way does the Ninth District‘s holding place an additional burden on the 

State in delinquency cases.  If this Court were to accept jurisdiction of this case, it would be 

doing so only to satisfy the State‘s desire to change the outcome of the Ninth District‘s 

determination as to sufficiency.  As such, the State is requesting that this Court engage in mere 

error correction.  For these reasons, S.C.W. respectfully requests that this Court decline 

jurisdiction in this matter. 

       Respectfully submitted, 

  _______________________________ 

  BROOKE M. BURNS (#0080256) 

  Assistant State Public Defender 

  (Counsel of Record) 
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